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Abstract
In this paper, first we survey some recent advances in the study of traveling wave solutions to the Burgers–
Korteweg–de Vries equation and some comments are given. Then, we study a Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-
type equation with higher-order nonlinearities. A qualitative analysis to a two-dimensional autonomous
system which is equivalent to the Burgers–KdV-type equation is presented, and indicates that under certain
conditions, the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type equation has neither nontrivial bell-profile solitary waves,
nor periodic waves. Finally, a solitary wave solution is obtained by means of the first-integral method which
is based on the ring theory of commutative algebra.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last few decades, much attention from a rather diverse group of scientists such as physi-
cists, engineers and applied mathematicians has been attracted to two contrasting themes: (a) the
theory of dynamical systems, most popularly associated with the study of chaos, and (b) the
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of solitary waves. One typical example is the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries (Burgers–KdV) equa-
tion which arises from many physical contexts, for example, the propagation of undular bores in
shallow water [1,2], the flow of liquids containing gas bubbles [3], the propagation of waves in
an elastic tube filled with a viscous fluid [4], and weakly nonlinear plasma waves with certain
dissipative effects [5,6]. It is also used as a nonlinear model in crystal lattice theory, nonlinear
circuit theory and turbulence [7–10].
The standard form of the Burgers–KdV equation is
ut + αuux + βuxx + suxxx = 0, (1)
where α, β and s are real constants with αβs = 0. It is nonintegrable in the sense that its spectral
problem is nonexistent. In 1985, Feudel and Steudel [11] first pointed this out by showing that
the equation has no prolongation structure. (For a general discussion on the relation between
integrability and prolongation, see Dodd and Fordy [12].) Equation (1) is usually considered as
a combination of the Burgers equation and KdV equation, since the choices α = 0, β = 0, and
s = 0 lead (1) to the Burgers equation
ut + αuux + βuxx = 0, (2)
which is named after its use by Burgers for studying turbulence in 1939 [13]; and the choices
α = 0, β = 0, and s = 0 lead (1) to the KdV equation
ut + αuux + suxxx = 0, (3)
which first suggested by Korteweg and de Vries who used it as a nonlinear model to study the
change of form of long waves advancing in a rectangular channel [14]. It is well known that both
(2) and (3) are exactly solvable, and have traveling wave solutions
u(x, t) = 2k
α
+ 2βk
α
tanhk(x − 2kt)
and
u(x, t) = 12sk
2
α
sech2 k
(
x − 4sk2t),
respectively.
Recently, increasing interest has been received to a Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type equation
with two higher-order nonlinearities
ut + αupux + βu2pux + γ uxx + μuxxx = 0 (4)
and its two-dimensional version(
ut + αupux + βu2pux + γ uxx + μuxxx
)
x
+ suyy = 0, (5)
where α, β, γ , μ and s are real constants, and p is a positive number. Both equations have
applications in a variety of areas such as fluid mechanics and quantum fields. With parametric
choices γ = 0 and p  1, the kink-profile solitary wave solutions of Eq. (4) for some particular
parameter values were investigated by Dey [15,17] and Coffey [16]. Those solutions have been
compared with the solutions of relativistic field theories. The exact Hamiltonian density was
evaluated and conservation laws have been written down. Bifurcations of phase portraits of an
equivalent dynamical system associated with (4) when γ = 0 were shown in [18]. In particular,
when β = γ = 0, Eq. (4) becomes the higher-order KdV equation [19,20]
ut + αupux + μuxxx = 0. (6)
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p = 2. The two coefficients α and μ can be simplified to 1 by rescaling Eq. (6) with u = au and
t = δt . The resultant equation has solitary wave solutions u(x, t) = u0(ξ), ξ = x − vt for any
v > 0, whose profile u0(ξ) satisfies
−vu0 + 1
p + 1u
p+1
0 + (u0)ξξ = 0, u0(ξ) → 0 as ξ → ±∞.
Explicitly,
u0(ξ) = A sech2/p(Bξ), B =
[
1
2
v(p + 1)(p + 2)
]1/p
, B = 1
2
p
√
v.
This wave is known to undergo a transition from stability (p < 4) to instability (p > 4) as the
parameter p passes through the critical number pct = 4 [21–25]. When β = 0, Eq. (4) is used
as a nonlinear model for long wave propagation in nonlinear media with dispersion and dissi-
pation [26]. The eigenvalue problem for the linearized evolution of perturbations is analyzed by
numerically computing Evans’ function, an analytic function whose zeros correspond to discrete
eigenvalues [26,27]. Analytical and numerical evidence suggests that a Hopf bifurcation occurs
for oscillatory traveling wave profiles in certain parameter ranges. Dynamic simulations sug-
gest that the bifurcation is subcritical—no stable time periodic solution is found. The stability of
traveling wave solutions is also studied in [26] as the parameters p and γ are varied.
The qualitative and numerical results concerning traveling wave solutions of Eq. (4) in the
cases β = 0 or μ = 0 have been undertaken by the above mentioned authors and others, but
detailed studies of Eq. (4) when all of its coefficients are nonzero appear to just begin. Note that
the exact functional form of traveling wave solutions or any other exact solutions to Eq. (4) are
not presented in the above literature. Recently, explicit solitary wave solutions were obtained by
Zhang and his co-workers using the method of undetermined coefficients [28] (they assumed that
Eq. (4) admits traveling wave solutions of a specific form). Liu and Li investigated a particular
case of Eq. (4) through analyzing homoclinic orbits of an associated autonomous system [18].
More general solitary wave solutions were derived by Feng using a direct method [29]. Exact
solutions to Eq. (5) were obtained by Li et al. utilizing a proper transformation and a general
ansatz [30].
Throughout this paper, we follow the traditional definitions. Suppose that u(x, t) =
u(x −vt) = u(ξ) is a continuous solution of Eq. (4) for ξ ∈ (−∞,+∞) and limξ→+∞ u(ξ) = a,
limξ→−∞ u(ξ) = b, where both a and b are constants. We follow that (i) u(x, t) is called a
bell-profile solitary wave solution if a = b, and (ii) u(x, t) is called a kink-profile solitary wave
solution if a = b. In (x, t, u)-space, a graph of a solitary wave solution is called a solitary wave.
In this paper, our main purpose is to focus on traveling wave solutions of Eqs. (1) and (4). The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a review of traveling wave solutions
of the Burgers–KdV equation (1). Some comments are given on existing results. In Section 3,
we transform the Burgers–KdV-type equation (4) to a two-dimensional autonomous system and
apply the qualitative theory of planar dynamical systems to analyze the resultant system for
its solitary waves. A qualitative analysis to the Burgers–KdV-type equation (4) is presented,
which indicates that under given parametric conditions, the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type
equation has neither nontrivial bell-profile solitary waves, nor periodic waves. At the end of this
section, a solitary wave solution is obtained by using the first-integral method. Section 4 is a brief
conclusion.
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In the past three decades, traveling wave solutions to the Burgers–KdV equation have been
studied extensively and a large number of theoretical issues concerning the Burgers–KdV equa-
tion have received considerable attention. Johnson examined a traveling wave solution to the
Burgers–KdV equation in the phase plane by means of a perturbation method in the regimes
where β  s and s  β , and developed formal asymptotic expansions for the solution [4]. Grad
and Hu used a steady-state version of (1) to describe a weak shock profile in plasmas [5]. They
studied the same problem using a similar method to that used by Johnson independently, and
a related problem was studied by Jeffrey [31]. A numerical investigation of the problem was
carried out by Canosa and Gazdag [32] and Dauletiyarov [33]. The Cauchy problem for the
Burgers–KdV equation was investigated by Bona and Schonbek [21]. They proved the existence
and uniqueness of bounded traveling wave solutions which tend to constant states at plus and
minus infinity. They also considered the limiting behavior of the traveling wave solution of (1) as
β → 0 with s of order 1, and also as s → 0 with β of order 1. The case where both β and s → 0
with β
s
held fixed was also examined. The step-decaying problem was done by Avilov and his
co-workers [34] using numerical methods. Their studies dealt with the asymptotic behavior, as
t → ∞, of the solution of the Cauchy problem for the Burgers–KdV equation with sufficiently
smooth initial condition u0(x) tending to ±1 as |x| → ∞. The algebraic curve and asymptotic
behavior of traveling wave solutions to Eq. (1) without any initial condition were undertook by
Guan et al. [35–37], and the applications of the theory to overlying water in a large shallow lake
caused by strong wind wave disturbance were described in [38]. By means of variable trans-
formation and the qualitative theory of ordinary differential equation, the asymptotic behavior
of the proper traveling wave solution to (1) was presented by Shu [39]. Gibbon et al. showed
that Eq. (1) does not have the Painlevé property [40]. Although qualitative results concerning
traveling wave solutions to the Burgers–KdV equation for different cases were obtained by these
authors, the explicit functional form of the traveling wave solution was not shown in their works.
For other theoretical issues concerning asymptotic, approximate and qualitative results of the
Burgers–KdV equation, we refer the reader to [41] and the references therein.
Since the late 1980s, various methods for seeking explicit exact solutions to the Burgers–KdV
equation have been proposed independently by many mathematicians, engineers and physicists.
The first analytical traveling wave solution to the Burgers–KdV equation was obtained by Xiong
[42] in 1989. Without loss of generality, he chose α = 2a, β = b, s = c and obtained a traveling
wave solution by the substitution u = f (ξ) = f (x−δt), where δ is the velocity of the wave. After
substitution and one integration, Eq. (1) is transformed into a second-order ordinary differential
equation
g′′ + b
c
g′ + a
c
g2 + 1
c
(2ap − δ)g + 1
c
(
ap2 − δp + d)= 0, (7)
where g = f − p and p is constant. Then Xiong assumed that if ap2 − δp + d = 0 and Eq. (7)
admits a solution of the form g = h(1 + eξ )−2, then u is given by
u = 3b
2
25ac
[
1 +
√
1 + 625ac
2
9b4
− 2(1 + ebξ/(5c))−2], (8)
where ξ = x − δt + η and η is arbitrary constant, provided
b = 5c, h = −6
2c
a
= −
√
δ2
a2
− 4d
a
. (9)
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u = −6
2c
a
(
1 + eξ )−2 + 1
2a
(
δ + 62c), (10)
where δ = ±√364c2 + 4ad . Note that there is a sign option in the expression for p when
ap2 − δp + d = 0 is supposed, which should also appear in the last term of (10). In addition,
from (9), we have p = δ2a ± 3
2c
a
.
McIntosh [43] used a nonlinear transformation
f = z2r(z) + p, z = ewξ , ξ = x − δt + η
to reduce Eq. (1) to
w2cr ′′ + ar2 = 0, (11)
provided
b = −5wc, p = δ
2a
+ 3w
2c
a
, ap2 − pδ + d = 0,
which are the same conditions as Xiong used if we identify w = −. From (11), McIntosh ob-
tained Xiong’s solution as given in (10) if one replaces w by − and chooses η = 0 in the
expression for ξ .
Notice that when d = 0 in ap2 − δp + d = 0, we have either p = 0 or p = δ
a
. Then g =
h(1 + eξ )−2 is a solution of (7) if and only if (9) holds, either with δ = 62c when p = δ
a
, or
with δ = −62c when p = 0. Hence, only two cases occur:
(i) When p = δ
a
, then changing to the original variables, we have
u = 3β
2
25αs
sech2
[
1
2
(
− β
5s
x + 6β
3
125s2
t
)]
− 6β
2
25αs
tanh
[
1
2
(
− β
5s
x + 6β
3
125s2
t
)]
+ 6β
2
25αs
. (12)
(ii) When p = 0, then
u = 3β
2
25αs
sech2
[
1
2
(
− β
5s
x − 6β
3
125s2
t
)]
− 6β
2
25αs
tanh
[
1
2
(
− β
5s
x − 6β
3
125s2
t
)]
− 6β
2
25αs
. (13)
Zhang and Liu et al. obtained the same result by using the method of undetermined coeffi-
cients [44,45]. The idea is similar to the one introduced by Xiong. That is, they assumed that
Eq. (7) admits a solution of the form g = 1
(A+Beξ )2 + D. After substituting this formula into
Eq. (7) and equating the corresponding coefficients of the powers of eξ , e2ξ and e3ξ , they
obtained (12) and (13).
In 1989, Jeffrey and Xu [46] investigated the Burgers–KdV equation with α = 2a, β = 5b and
μ = c by introducing another nonlinear transformation
u = vx, v(x, t) = 6cFx + 6b lnF, (14)
aF a
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6bF(Ft + 5bFxx + cFxxx) + 6cF (Ft + 5bFxx + cFxxx)x − 6cFx(Ft + bbFxx + dFxxx)
+ 18c2(F 2xx − FxFxxx)+ 6b(bF 2x − cFxFxx)= 0. (15)
Jeffrey and Xu looked for a solution of Eq. (15) in the form
F = 1 + eθ , where θ = kx + wt + λ (λ is a constant).
When w = − 6b3
c2
and k = ± b
c
, they found two exact solutions as follows:
u = vx = 3b
2
2ac
[
sech2
(
θ
2
)
+ 2 tanh
(
θ
2
)
+ 2
]
, k = b
c
, (16)
u = vx = 3b
2
2ac
[
sech2
(
θ
2
)
− 2 tanh
(
θ
2
)
− 2
]
, k = −b
c
, (17)
where θ = kx− 6b3
c2
t +c0. Making use of the identity 4A[ e2t1+e2t ]2 = −A sech2 t +2A tanh t +2A,
one can see that formulas (16) and (17) are identical to (12) and (13), respectively.
Two different methods for the construction of exact solutions to the Burgers–KdV equation
were proposed by Jeffrey and Mohamad [47]. The first is a direct method, whose basis is to
assume the traveling wave solution of the form
u(ξ) = A sechn ξ + B tanhm ξ + D (ξ = kx + wt + λ), (18)
where A, B , D, m and n are constants to be determined. The reason for choosing this type of
solution is to try to find a general solution in the form of a superposition of solutions to Burgers
equation (2) and the KdV equation (3). By setting the integration constant to zero and substituting
(18) into Eq. (1), Jeffrey and Mohamad found that only when m = 1 and n = 2, the associated
algebraic system is complete. That is, one can arrive at five simultaneous equations from which to
determine the five remaining unknowns. After solving the five resulting equations, they obtained
the same solutions as (16) and (17). Note that when m = 1 and n = 2 are chosen, this approach
is exactly the same as the automated method introduced by Parkes and Duffy [48,49] because of
the identity sech2 ξ = 1 − tanh2 ξ . The second method in [47] involves a series, and is essentially
an expression of Hirota’s method. Namely, assume that the Burgers–KdV equation has a solution
of the form
u(x, t) =
2∑
j=0
ujF
j−2 = u0
F 2
+ u1
F
+ u2(x, t). (19)
Expressing the x and t derivatives of u(x, t) in terms of uj (x, t) and F(x, t), and inserting the
expressions obtained from the derivatives into the Burgers–KdV equation gives
u(x, t) = 6
(
c
a
)
∂2
∂x2
lnF + 6
(
b
a
)
∂
∂x
lnF + u2. (20)
Note that if u2 is set equal to zero, the transformation (20) reduces to (14). Hence, (20) can be
used to find an exact solution of the Burgers–KdV equation. Assume that F(x, t) = 1 + ekx+wt ,
where k and w are constants to be determined. After substitution, and followed by setting u2 = 0,
(16) and (17) can also be obtained.
From the identity 4A[ e2t1+e2t ]2 = −A sech2 t + 2A tanh t + 2A, it is not hard to see that the
method of undetermined coefficients suggested by Zhang and Liu et al. in [44,45] is essentially
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appears to be more flexible and the values of n, m can be found easily with aid of Mathematica
or Maple [48]. Moreover, expression (19) for seeking a traveling wave solution to the Burgers–
KdV equation is also essentially equivalent to the nonlinear transformation (14). Observe that
if (19) is viewed as part of a Bäcklund transformation, only solutions differing by a constant
from a known traveling wave solution can be found. That is, for the Burgers–KdV equation there
appears to be no way of obtaining nontrivially new traveling wave solutions from the known one
via a Bäcklund transformation.
Wang [50] applied the homogeneous balance method to the study of exact solutions of the
compound Burgers–KdV equation. As a particular application, he supposed that the Burgers–
KdV equation (1) has a solution of the form u(x, t) = fxx(w)+ afx(w)+ b, w = w(x, t), where
constants a and b, and the functions f (w) and w(x, t) are to be determined. Substituting this
form and setting the coefficients of w5x to zero gives f = − 12sα ln(w). Thus, Wang assumed
that the resulting equation admits the solution w(x, t) = 1 + ecx+dt . The rest of the discussion
is similar to the one in [47]. Demiray [51] claimed to propose a so-called ‘hyperbolic tangent
approach’ for finding the exact solution to the Burgers–KdV equation, which is actually the
Parkes and Duffy’s automated method [48,49].
However, all these exact solutions mentioned above to the Burgers–KdV equation can be
proved to be algebraically equivalent to each other [41,52]. That is, essentially only one explicit
traveling solitary wave solution to the Burgers–KdV equation is known which can be expressed
as a composition of a bell-profile solitary wave and a kink-profile solitary wave. In other words, a
feature of this solution is that is a linear combination of particular solutions of the KdV equation
and the Burgers equation. Notice that the traveling wave solution given by (12) has the limit zero
as δ1 = − β5s x + 6β
3
125s2 t → −∞ and the limit 12β
2
25αs as δ1 → +∞. Similarly, the traveling wave
solution given by (13) has the limit zero as δ2 = − β5s x − 6β
3
125s2 t → −∞ and the limit − 12β
2
25αs as
δ2 → +∞. All orders of derivatives of u with respect to δi tend to zero as |δi | → +∞ (i = 1,2).
This type of traveling wave solution to the Burgers–KdV equation is the one studied by Bona
and Schonbek [21] who showed it is unique, but did not find its functional form. The amplitudes,
wave numbers, and frequencies of the traveling wave solutions given by (12) and (13) depend on
the coefficients α,β, and s. Since the amplitudes are inversely proportional to α and s, the shock
strengthens if either α or s becomes small. If the dissipative effect is weak, formulas (12) and
(13) give rise to a weak shock wave provided that α or s are o(1) quantities. The forms of the
solutions are shown graphically in Fig. 1 in the case of α = 2, β = 5, and s = 3.
Painlevé and his colleagues [53] considered the problem of classifying differential equations
whose solutions, as functions of a complex variable, have only poles as movable (i.e., dependent
upon initial conditions) singularities. It has been shown that equations with this Painlevé prop-
erty are more likely to be explicitly solvable. Weiss and his co-workers [54] showed how the
integrability of a partial differential equation is intimately related to the Painlevé property of the
equation, i.e., the dependent variable u can be expressed as a series
u = φa
N∑
j=0
ujφ
j , (21)
where N is a positive integer ( 2) or infinity, and a is a negative integer determined by com-
paring the lowest powers of φ corresponding to the nonlinear and linear terms in the differential
equation.
1442 Z. Feng, R. Knobel / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 328 (2007) 1435–1450Fig. 1. Traveling wave solutions for case α = 2, β = 5, s = 3. u1-Burgers–KdV is given by (12), u2-Burgers–KdV is
given by (13), u3-Burgers is the solution for Burgers equation (2) and u4-KdV is the solution for the KdV equation (3).
Although Gibbon et al. [40] showed that Eq. (1) does not have the Painlevé property, it
is worthwhile to mention that the solutions (12) and (13) can also be reproduced by using a
Painlevé analysis under certain parametric choices. This is first pointed out by Halford and Vlieg-
Hulstman in their works [52,55]. They used the series (21) and found that when a = −2, the
Burgers–KdV equation possessed the Painlevé property conditionally. That is, the compatibility
at the resonance j = 6 can be achieved for particular φ functions. This is demonstrated most
easily by employing the ‘reduced ansatz’ φ = x − ψ(t) [54]. There is consistency at j = 6 only
if u4 is no longer arbitrary but is a specific function of φ.
Recently, Feng [41,56,57] introduced the first-integral method to study the exact solution of
Eq. (1), which is based on the ring theory of commutative algebra. Applying this approach, he
found one first integral of the resultant second-order ordinary differential equation
y2 −
[
4r
5
x + 2br
5a
(k + 1)
]
y − 2a
3
x3 − bx2 − 2r
2
25
x2 − 2dx − 2br
2
25a
(k + 1)x + D = 0.
Then, using this first integral and solving the corresponding first-order differential equation, Feng
obtained an exact solution to Eq. (1) as follows:
u(x, t) = −12β
2
25αs
[
e−
β
5s (x−vt)
− β5s (x−vt)
]2
+ (k + 1)v
α
, (22)e + c0
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particular cases of (22) when k = 1 or −1, respectively.
More recently, Feng [58,59] used a special transformation as well as the Painlevé analysis
to reduce the Burgers–KdV equation to the Jacobian elliptic equation. Following the idea used
in [60], he obtained an exact solution to Eq. (1) as
u(x, t) = −12β
2
25αs
· e− 2β5s (x−vt) · q(e− β5s (x−vt) + k0)+ 6β225αs + vα , (23)
where k0 is arbitrary and q is the exact solution of the following equation:
q ′′(s) = 6q2(s). (24)
The solution of Eq. (24) is q = P(s − k1,0, g3), where P(s, g2, g3) is the Weierstrass elliptic
function with invariants g2 and g3 [61,62]. Here k1 and g3 are arbitrary constants.
It is remarkable that formula (23) is more general than all solutions presented in [41–52,
55–57]. Since Eq. (24) has a particular solution q = (s + k0)−2, where k0 is arbitrary, it is easily
seen that solutions (12) and (13) correspond to this particular case with β1 in formula (5)
[58, p. 110] having two options.
3. Kink-profile solitary waves for Eq. (4)
In [28], Zhang and his co-workers gave some assumptions for the traveling solitary wave so-
lutions to Eq. (4), with which Eq. (4) merely has the kink-profile solitary waves. They also found
explicit traveling wave solutions by using the method of undetermined coefficients. More gener-
aly, solitary wave solutions were obtained by Feng using a direct method [29], and solitary wave
solutions to the two-dimensional case were derived by Li et al. utilizing a proper transformation
and a general ansatz [30]. Throughout this section, we only consider traveling wave solutions to
Eq. (4). All arguments described herein are apparently applicable to the two-dimensional equa-
tion (5), so we omit the details.
Assume that Eq. (4) has the traveling wave solution of the form
u(ξ) = u(x, t), ξ = x − vt, (25)
where v is velocity. Substituting (25) into Eq. (4) and integrating once yields
μu′′(ξ) + γ u′(ξ) + β
2p + 1u
2p+1(ξ) + α
p + 1u
p+1(ξ) − vu(ξ) = 0. (26)
Here we set the integration constant to zero.
Suppose that Eq. (26) has a traveling wave solution u(ξ) which satisfies
u′(ξ) → 0, u′′(ξ) → 0 as |ξ | → +∞ (27)
and has the horizontal asymptotes as
lim
ξ→±∞u(ξ) = D±, (28)
which are two roots of the nonlinear algebraic equation
β
2p + 1u
2p+1(ξ) + α
p + 1u
p+1(ξ) − vu(ξ) = 0. (29)
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (26) by u′(ξ) and integrating it from −∞ to ξ gives
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2
[
u′(ξ)
]2 + γ
μ
ξ∫
−∞
[
u′(ξ)
]2
dξ − v
2μ
u2(ξ) + α
μ(p + 1)(p + 2)u
p+2(ξ)
+ β
μ(2p + 1)(2p + 2)u
2(p+1)(ξ) = c1,
where c1 is integration constant. Letting ξ → +∞ and −∞, respectively, we have
γ
μ
+∞∫
−∞
[
u′(ξ)
]2
dξ − v
2μ
D2+ +
α
μ(p + 1)(p + 2)D
p+2
+ +
β
μ(2p + 1)(2p + 2)D
2p+2
+ = c1
(30)
and
− v
2μ
D2− +
α
μ(p + 1)(p + 2)D
p+2
− +
β
μ(2p + 1)(2p + 2)D
2p+2
− = c1. (31)
From (30), (31) as well as (29), we obtain
+∞∫
−∞
[
u′(ξ)
]2
dξ = p
2γ (p + 2)
[
v
(
D2+ − D2−
)+ β
(p + 1)(2p + 1)
(
D
2p+2
+ − D2p+2−
)]
. (32)
Equation (32) indicates that if u(ξ) is a traveling solitary wave solution satisfying the assump-
tions (27)–(29), then
γ and
[
v
(
D2+ − D2−
)+ β
(p + 1)(2p + 1)
(
D
2p+2
+ − D2p+2−
)]
must have the same sign. Furthermore, from (32) again, Eq. (4) cannot have bell-profile solitary
waves but kink-profile solitary waves.
Note that the above conclusion is constructed based on the assumptions (27)–(29), which
are not directly related to the coefficients of Eq. (4) [28]. Next we are going to give explicit
parametric conditions under which Eq. (4) neither has bell-profile solitary waves, nor has periodic
solitary waves.
Theorem 1. Suppose that there exists a nonzero number n such that the coefficients of Eq. (4)
satisfy
as > 0, d2 − 4cs < 0, (1 − nb − 2a)2 − 4nab < 0, (33)
where a = 1
p
, b = γ
μ
, c = − vp
μ
, d = αp
μ(p+1) and s = βpμ(2p+1) . Then Eq. (4) has neither a bell-
profile solitary wave solution, nor a periodic solitary wave solution.
Proof. Assume that
w(ξ) = [u(ξ)]p,
then Eq. (4) becomes
pw(ξ)w′′(ξ) + (1 − p)[w′(ξ)]2 + βp2
μ(2p + 1)w
4(ξ) + αp
2
μ(p + 1)w
3(ξ)
− vp
2
w2(ξ) + pγ w(ξ)w′(ξ) = 0. (34)μ μ
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w′(ξ)
w(ξ)
]′
+ a
[
w′(ξ)
w(ξ)
]2
+ bw
′(ξ)
w(ξ)
+ c + dw(ξ) + sw2(ξ) = 0, (35)
where a = 1
p
, b = γ
μ
, c = − vp
μ
, d = αp
μ(p+1) and s = βpμ(2p+1) .
If we let z = w(ξ) and y = w′(ξ)
w(ξ)
, Eq. (35) is equivalent to the following two-dimensional
autonomous system{
z˙ = zy = P(z, y),
y˙ = −ay2 − by − c − dz − sz2 = Q(z,y). (36)
Since
∂P (z, y)
∂z
+ ∂Q(z, y)
∂y
= y − 2ay − b, (37)
by virtue of Bendixson theorem, expression (37) indicates that there is no closed orbit in each
half-plane of y > b1−2a and y <
b
1−2a . But there may exist some closed orbit for system (36)
which crosses the line y − 2ay − b = 0 in the (z, y) plane.
Let B(z, y) = exp(mz + ny), then
∂[P(z, y)B(z, y)]
∂z
+ ∂[Q(z,y)B(z, y)]
∂y
= emz+ny[mzy − any2 + y − 2ay − nby − b − nc − ndz − nsz2]. (38)
If we choose m = 0 and n = 0, when conditions (33) hold, we can see that the right-hand side
of (38) is not equal to zero. According to the Bendixson–Dulac theorem, we conclude that un-
der conditions (33), there is no closed orbit which intersects the line y − 2ay − b = 0 in the
Poincaré phase plane. This implies that the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type equation (4) under
conditions (33) has neither bell-profile solitary waves, nor periodic solitary waves. 
Consider the two-dimensional autonomous system (36) or its associated differential operator
X = P(z, y) ∂
∂z
+ Q(z,y) ∂
∂y
.
We say that the polynomial system (36) is Liouville integrable, if there is a function Ω of z and y,
such that
XΩ = P(z, y)∂Ω
∂z
+ Q(z,y)∂Ω
∂y
= 0, for any (z, y). (39)
In order to make the paper sufficiently self-contained and present our discussions in a straight-
forward manner, let us recall the Divisor Theorem for two variables in the complex domain C:
Divisor Theorem. Suppose that P(ω, z) and Q(ω,z) are polynomials in C[ω,z] and P(ω, z)
is irreducible in C[ω,z]. If Q(ω,z) vanishes at all zero points of P(ω, z), then there exists a
polynomial G(ω, z) in C[ω,z] such that
Q(ω,z) = P(ω, z) · G(ω, z).
Note that the above Divisor Theorem can be proved by using complex theory of several vari-
ables [63], but it also follows immediately from the following theorem:
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(i) Every ideal γ of k[X1, . . . ,Xn] not containing 1 admits at least one zero in Ln.
(ii) Let x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , yn) be two elements of Ln. For the set of polynomials
of k[X1, . . . ,Xn] zero at x to be identical with the set of polynomials of k[X1, . . . ,Xn]
zero at y, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a k-automorphism s of L such that
yi = s(xi) for 1 i  n.
(iii) For an ideal α of k[X1, . . . ,Xn] to be maximal, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists
x in Ln such that α is the set of polynomials of k[X1, . . . ,Xn] zero at x.
(iv) For a polynomial Q of k[X1, . . . ,Xn] to be zero on the set of zeros in Ln of an ideal γ
of k[X1, . . . ,Xn], it is necessary and sufficient that there exist an integer m > 0 such that
Qm ∈ γ .
Theorem 2. When coefficients of Eq. (4) satisfy[
b
2a + 1 ∓
d
2a + 1
√
−a + 1
s
]
·
[
− (a + 1)b
2a + 1 ∓
ad
2a + 1
√
−a + 1
s
]
= −c, (40)
then Eq. (4) has the kink-profile wave solution
u(x, t) =
[
C1 exp[C1(x − vt − ξ0)]
1 − C2 exp[C1(x − vt − ξ0)]
]1/p
, (41)
where ξ0 is arbitrary constant, v is velocity and
C1 = − γp2μ + pμ ±
αp2
μ(p + 1)(p + 2)
√
−μ(p + 1)(2p + 1)
βp2
,
C2 = ∓
√
− βp
2
μ(p + 1)(2p + 1) .
Proof. Assume that Ω(z,y) is of the polynomial form
Ω
[
z(ξ), y(ξ)
]= m∑
i=0
ai(z)y
i = 0, (42)
where ai(z) (i = 0,1, . . . ,m) are polynomials of z and all relatively prime in C[z, y]. We start
our study with m = 1. According to the Divisor Theorem, expression (39) implies that there
exists a polynomial of the form G(z, y) = α(z) + β(z)y in C[z, y] such that
XΩ = P(z, y)∂Ω
∂z
+ Q(z,y)∂Ω
∂y
= Ω · G(z, y).
That is
dΩ
dξ
∣∣∣∣
(36)
=
(
∂Ω
∂z
∂z
∂ξ
+ ∂Ω
∂y
∂y
∂ξ
)∣∣∣∣
(36)
= [α(z) + β(z)y] · Ω[z(ξ), y(ξ)]. (43)
On equating the coefficients of yi (i = 2,1,0) on both sides of (43), we have
e′(z) = B(z) · e(z) (44)
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where e(z) = (a1(z), a0(z))t and
B(z) =
(
β(z)+a
z
0
α(z)+b
z
β(z)
z
)
.
Since (44) is a linear system, we can solve it directly for a1(z), a0(z) as follows:
a1(z) = ce
β(z)+a
z ,
a0(z) = e
∫ β(z)
z
dz ·
[∫
α(z) + b
z
a1(z)e
− ∫ β(z)
z
dz dz + C0
]
. (46)
Since both a1(z) and a0(z) are polynomials of z, from the expression of a1(z), we can conclude
that β(z) must be equal to −a, thus a1(z) is a constant. For our calculative convenience, we
assume a1(z) = 1. Applying this assumption to equations (45), we deduce that a0(z) only has
two possibilities: either a0(z) = c0 · (−sz2 − dz − c) or a0(z) = Az + B , where c0, A and B
are all constants. The former case is impossible. Otherwise, using (45) again, we get a0(z) =
c0(−sz2 − dz − c) and α(z) = 1/c0. Substituting them into the second equation of (44) or (46),
i.e.,
a′0(z) =
−a · a0(z) + α(z) + b
z
, (47)
we have a′0(z) = −asc0z − adc0, which yields a contradiction with our assumption. Hence we
are left with the second case. Assume that a0(z) = Az+B , then (45) implies that α(z) = Dz+E.
Setting the corresponding coefficients of zi (i = 0,1,2) in (45) to zero, we have
AD = −s, AE + BD = −d, BE = −c, (48)
and Eq. (47) gives
(a + 1)A = D, −aB + E + b = 0. (49)
From (48) and (49), we have four unknowns and five equations. When condition (40) holds, we
obtain A = ±
√
− s
a+1 and B = b2a+1 ∓ d2a+1
√
− a+1
s
. Therefore, one first integral of system (36)
is
y ±
√
− s
a + 1z +
b
2a + 1 ∓
d
2a + 1
√
−a + 1
s
= 0. (50)
That is, system (36) is Liouville integrable under condition (40). Combining (50) and (36), we
reduce Eq. (26) to the following first-order ordinary differential equation:
z′ = −z
(
±
√
− s
a + 1z +
b
2a + 1 ∓
d
2a + 1
√
−a + 1
s
)
. (51)
Solving Eq. (51) and changing to the original variables, we obtain the traveling wave solution to
Eq. (4) as formula (41). 
Here, we wish to mention that for the case of m = 2 in (42), with the conditions b2 − 4ac < 0
and d2 − 4sc > 0, a2(z) is still a constant, a1(z) is of quadratic form and a0(z) is a cubic poly-
nomial of z. Thus Eq. (26) can be reduced to an elliptic integral of the second kind and the
1448 Z. Feng, R. Knobel / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 328 (2007) 1435–1450Fig. 2. The left figure: schematic phase plane portrait for a wave connecting the static states B1(b1,0) and B2(b2,0).
The right figure: a traveling wave in terms of the Jacobi’s elliptic function.
traveling wave solution of Eq. (4) can be expressed by Jacobi’s elliptic functions. This result is
in agreement with the Poincaré phase analysis. Note that when b2 − 4ac < 0 and d2 − 4sc > 0,
system (36) only has two regular equilibrium points B1(b1,0) and B2(b2,0) on the z-axis. With
certain conditions, B1 is a stable spiral point and B2 is a saddle point. The orbit which emanates
from B2 and terminates at B1 represents a bounded traveling wave in terms of Jacobi’s elliptic
functions (see Fig. 2). For the case of m = 3, the discussions become more complicated and in-
volves irregular singular point theory, hyperelliptic integrals and hyperelliptic functions. Some
solutions in these functional forms cannot be expressed explicitly. One does not need to consider
the cases m  5 due to the fundamental fact that an algebraic equation with the degree greater
than or equal to 5 is generally not solvable. We plan to present our further results in detail in a
forthcoming paper elsewhere.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, previous literature concerning traveling wave solutions to the Burgers–
Korteweg–de Vries equation is reviewed and some comments are given. Using the theory
of planar dynamical systems, we analyze the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type equation with
higher-order nonlinearities for its traveling solitary waves. A sufficient condition for the nonex-
istence of the bell-profile wave and the periodic wave is given, and a solitary wave solution is
obtained by applying the first-integral method, which is different from the ones presented in the
previous literature.
It is worthwhile to mention that although we call (4) the Burgers–Korteweg–de Vries-type
equation with higher-order nonlinearities, our results are indeed applicable for arbitrary posi-
tive p. In other words, no matter how large or small the value of p is, Eq. (4) is always equivalent
to the two-dimensional autonomous system (36). In the near future, we are going to develop and
extend the techniques described here to the cases of m = 2,3 and present solitary wave solutions
in terms of Jacobi’s elliptic functions and hyperelliptic functions.
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